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ABSTRACT
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   This paper aims to address the challenges arising from Nigeria’s #EndSARS Protests.

The EndSARS protests were two-week-long protests of young people in Nigeria against

police brutality, especially perpetrated by the much-hated, notorious, but now-

disbanded tactical unit called Special Anti-Robbery Squad (SARS). The protests, which

held between 8th and 22nd October, 2020, affected at least 26 states and more than

100 cities and towns across the country (WANEP, 2020), saw huge turnout, sometimes in

tens of thousands, of young people, some of whom had been victims of the atrocities of

this notorious police unit, and indeed police brutality in the country. 

   The protest is a reaction and underscored the violence of exclusion and the challenges

young people are facing in Nigeria. With economic underdevelopment vis-à-vis collapsed

infrastructures, inefficient and poorly funded social services like education and

healthcare, and rent-seeking, yet backward economy that ensure than as much as 62

percent of youths are unemployed or underemployed (Proshare, 2021), Nigeria youths

are not only victims but direct scapegoats for this situation. While the economic

underdevelopment denies them opportunities, some of the youths are pushed into

eking living from desperate sources, including illegal means. This makes them to

become immediate scapegoats for the economic malaise. While the percentage of

youths involved in social crimes are an infinitesimal of the larger youth population, the

whole demographic is criminally profiled by the state.

  Youths are labelled as too superficial in their way of life, lifestyle and thinking. Yet,

there is empirical evidence to show that Nigerian youths are the main driver of changes,

innovations and ideas from every angle; be it politics, technology, social life,

entertainment, economy, peace and security etc. 



These realities of economic and political degeneration are the background to the

pervasive police criminal profiling and brutality against the youths specifically. This also

underscores the ideological explanation behind the consistent failure of the police

authorities and the government to address the persistent complaints over police

brutality, until the youths revolted through the #EndSARS campaign and protests.

This paper examines the rise of the EndSARS protests, the political economy of the

protests, the impacts and the aftermath, and the lessons to learn from it, with a view to

advancing young people's participation and engagement in governance and raise

awareness on the need for youth protection in Nigeria. This paper relies on existing

literature, data from news sources and discussions with relevant stakeholders for the

conclusions reached.
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According to the 2019 Nigeria National Youth Policy, a youth refers to the section of the

population between the ages of 18 and 29, while the African Youth Charter defines

youths as those between the ages of 15 and 35 (Federal Government of Nigeria, 2019).

These categorizations help policy makers to tailor government policy on that section of

the population and their needs. However, there have been series of criticisms on the

Nigerian recent age categorisation of youth, as this definition seems to be narrow, given

that at over 30 years, many young people are still finding it hard to secure a job or

opportunity while some are still in school. Therefore, to correctly understand the

context, the African Youth Charter seems to represent the real expression of youth’s

conditions. 

A youth is a young person representing the period of experimentation with life;

formation of lifestyle and principles; and mobilization of energy, creativity, ideas and

opportunities for the actualization of lifetime aims. Therefore, youth represent the most

active section of a country’s population. They experiment with old ideas and ways of life,

bring in new ideas to solve existing challenges, and commit their energies to achieving

their dream society. Nigeria has one of the youngest population in the world with the

median age being 18 years as against 29 for the world. In fact, as much as 60 percent of

the population is below the age of 25, with 19 percent of the population being between

the age of 15 and 25 years (Fayehun and Abanihe, 2020).
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national development. Nigeria has had a history where the youth
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Nigerian youths have been dynamic in their contributions to national development.

Nigeria has had a history where the youth played an active role in shaping the direction

of the society. 

From the anti-colonial campaign to the emergence of independent Nigeria, to the first

military rule, and of course, democratic experiments, Nigerian youths have been active

players. In other fields of endeavours, Nigerian youths have not been found wanting.

The likes of Chinua Achebe, Wole Soyinka, Christopher Okigbo, J.P Clarke, Fela Kuti, Kanu

Nwankwo and other pathfinders made their debut as youths, contributing immensely to

national history and development. Therefore, Nigerian youths have utilised their

energies and creativity to advance a better society and put Nigeria on a positive

spotlight. 

But this is one side of the story. Nigerian youths in the current dispensation have had to

battle with several challenges that have reduced their ability to discover and mobilise

their creativities and energies for societal advancement. This has been the reality,

especially during the military era, but has been accentuated since the heralding of the

civil rule in 1999, which was supposed to help solve some of the legacy problems

generated under the military rule. The Nigerian youth does not exist in isolation from

the realities of the Nigerian situation vis-à-vis economic underdevelopment and political

failure, which has generated social crises.

Nigeria’s status as a major economy in Africa with around $400 billion as GDP, and the

biggest black nation in the world (Whiting, 2019), has not translated to better lives for

the majority of the citizens. Nigeria earned $276.642billion between 2013 and 2017

(Jeremiah, 2019), yet more and more young people are excluded from the economy. Out

of the over $276.642 billion (N85 trillion) earned from oil between 2013 and 2017, 
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only 10 percent (N8.5 trillion) was received by Nigerian government to fund the budgets

of N28.522 trillion (ibid.). 

In fact, between 2010 and 2019, only N4.564 trillion, out of total national budgets of

N61.481 trillion, an average of 7.423 percent, was committed to education by the federal

government. Yet, “between 2006 and 2013 alone, N1.34 trillion was stolen by just about

50 people” (Odekunle, 2016), while about 18, 000 political office holders corner as much

as N1.3 trillion annually as emoluments. Yet, the education sector that is meant to cater

for as much as over 40 million Nigerians, continue to receive poor attention.

The results are obvious as between 2010 and 2020, a period of 11 years, Nigerian

universities were shut for as much as 36 months (3 years), due to industrial unrest,

mostly occasioned by poor funding of education and failure of government to meet

agreements reached with academic staff (Ndujihe, 2018). Aside this is the growing

number of out of school children which is currently more than 10 million (Varrella,

2020). This has also reflected in the reduced carrying capacity of tertiary institutions.

Every year, less than a quarter of admission seekers in Nigeria’s tertiary institutions

actually get admitted, not necessarily because they are not qualified, but because the

carrying capacity of institutions is too small compared to the number of admission

seekers (Kazeem, 2017). Worse still, in terms of quality of education, Nigerian graduates

have been described as those who received half-baked education, given serial

challenges facing education in terms of lack of adequate facilities, unending industrial

crisis, among others (ibid.). All of these have reduced not just the quality of education,

but also increases the vulnerabilities of the Nigerian youths.
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But this is only a part of the story. Nigerian youths have generally been faced with lack

of opportunities, especially for jobs. According to the latest figures from the statistics

bureau (NBS), 42.5 percent of young people between the ages of 15 and 34 are

unemployed, while another 21.0 percent are underemployed in the 4th quarter of 2020.

This means that 62.5 percent of working age youths are either unemployed or

underemployed (Proshare, 2021). Indeed, for the past 6 years, unemployment has

consistently increased (Adegboyega, 2021). Although the federal government has made

some efforts, especially through Social Investment Programmes like NPower volunteer

job scheme, and loan facilities for youths in agriculture and enterprise. However, these

are too little to address fundamental and systemic challenges faced by young people,

and the general population. For instance, while at least 1.4 million people were thrown

to the labour market in six months between June and December, 2020 (an average of

237, 000 per month) (ibid.), the total number of young people employed through the

NPower programme in the last six years was 400,000. Also, the 3-month Special Work

Programme of the federal government will employ about 774, 000 young people

(Nwaubani, 2021). When this is put side by side with the number of job seekers, it is

clear that we still have a long way to go. Worse still, these job schemes of the

government are mainly part time, and the remuneration is usually poor. When this is

discounted by the fast rising cost of living, especially inflation, it will be more like taking

with the right hand what is given with the left.

While some youths have also made a headway through entrepreneurship in agriculture,

small and medium businesses, technology and entertainment, the prevailing economic

situation vis-à-vis high cost of living, poor social services and dilapidated infrastructures

have limited the ability of many young Nigerians to earn decent income from these

ventures.
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The high interest rates for loans, and bottleneck in accessing government’s intervention

funds have led to frustration among many youths. The worsening social situation such

as insecurity and crime have also made engaging in viable businesses difficult for many

young people, especially those in agriculture. For those youths seeking white collar jobs,

it is a dead-end, as many firms are more interested in shedding operating cost rather

than employing. Even the government hardly employs, except through volunteer and

part time job schemes and when concrete jobs are available, they go to the sons and

daughters of the elites. 

Added to all these is the high rate of poverty. While official data put the number of

Nigerians in extreme poverty at 89 million (about 43 percent) (World Poverty Clock,

2021), the number of Nigerians in multidimensional poverty is much more.

Multidimensional poverty refers to lack of access to some basic and social services like

education, healthcare, food, etc., many of which cannot be measured by monetary

terms alone. According to the World Bank, 98 million Nigerians, about 48 percent of

Nigerians, are in multidimensional poverty (Lain and Vishwanath, 2021). 
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Given this background, and coupled with high levels of corruption at governmental level,

it is not difficult to conclude that Nigerian youths have been victims of the failure of

governance and worsening economic situation. To add insults to injury, youths do not

have means of expression, engagement or participation in governance, despite the fact

that they constitute about 70 percent of the population (Fayehun and Abanihe, 2020).

Until recently, when a minimal change was made to the statute that allowed Nigerian

youths to be on the electoral slate for some offices, Nigerian youths were mainly

confined to the role of voters and cheering crowd for politicians. 

But the youths have also become victims through another dimension. The dwindling

economic situations and poor governance, which have jointly impoverished the majority

of the population, have also engendered social crises. This is expressed through

insecurity and crime such as communal clashes, herders-farmers conflicts, terrorism

and organised crimes (drug trafficking, human trafficking, kidnapping, hooliganism,

armed robbery and cultism). Obviously, some young people have become active agents

of these situations, as they look for an easy way out of the economic malaise. Some

other youths have been co-opted by environmental factors such as community, social

groups, family ties, political ties, etc. into these crises. Therefore, they can be referred to

as indirect victims, even when they are perpetrators, as they were primarily driven into

these roles by socio-economic, political and environmental factors. But the vast majority

of young people are peaceful, yet direct victims of insecurity and crimes, and violence

that accompany them (BBFORPEACE, 2020). 

1.2 Youth Profiling and Criminalization
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But the vast majority of young people are peaceful, yet direct
victims of insecurity and crimes, and violence that accompany
them. 

However, the worst form of victimhood faced by young people is the stereotyping and

criminal profiling by the government and government agencies, especially security

agencies. This has worsened the problems faced by young people, as they are not only

denied the opportunity to build their lives, but are also inhibited by criminal profiling,

when they strive through legitimate means to eke a living. While decision makers are

quick to categorize young people as active agents of insecurity and crimes, they fail to

eradicate the conditions that push a tiny minority of the youths into these situations.

Worse still, they, the decision makers and policy makers, use these few layers of young

people, as representation of all of the youths, thus worsening the conditions of the

youths through wrong diagnosis. Interestingly, some of the crimes for which the youths

are being generally profiled are not only perpetrated by other demographics, but by

political actors, who use some of these youths as cannon fodders. 

It is this background that defines the ideological and policy disposition of the

government and the security agencies to the youth, which underscores why it has been

difficult for the state to address the issue of brutality and wrongful criminalization of the

youth by the security agencies, despite overwhelming evidence and facts, coupled with

legal and constitutional leeway to effect quick changes to the conducts of the security

agencies towards the youth. This is the background to the #EndSARS protests in Nigeria.

This understanding is important for any serious analysis and debate on #EndSARS and

its aftermath.
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Two things have characterized the Nigerian Police Force over
time: corruption and impunity. Not a few Nigerians consider the
Nigerian police as agents of brutality rather than instruments to
secure society. This is not a sentimental or emotional expression
but a reflection of reality of what an average Nigerian goes
through or witnesses. 

1.3 Police Brutality

Under normal circumstances, the Nigerian Police should be the friendliest agency to the

people, as security remains a cardinal need of man. By extension, the police agents

should be seen as the community's best companion. However, when the
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agency meant to ensure society’s security goes rogue, it will become the worst enemy of

the people.

While there are many factors responsible for what has become the current Nigerian

Police, we cannot take away the manner of emergence of the Nigerian police.

Historically, Nigerian Police grew from the relics of the colonial police system, which was

aimed at controlling the people and imposing the colonial authority and rule on the

people. In essence, the Nigerian police grew as an occupation force from the colonial

time. The current Nigerian police, which was created in 1930 was a carryover from the

colonial police in existence since 1820 (OSI and NOPRIN, 2010). The emergence of an

independent Nigeria, could not change the character of the police force. The political

squabbles of the 1960s could not allow an independent police force devoid of political

manipulations. However, the military coup, and subsequent military rule that lasted 29

years (with civilian interregnum between 1979 and 1983), until 1999 which ushered in

the current civilian experiment, changed so many things, including the character of the

police. 

The rule of might initiated by the military rule also engendered an unaccountable police

force that became more repressive than the colonial police. Worse still, the military

junta saw the police as rivals, and with the state power wielded by the military, the

police was underfunded and mismanaged. Worse still, the police was used to undertake

jackboot repression of the citizens. The emergence of civil rule in 1999 could have

changed so many things; unfortunately, political interests and worsening state of the

economy and the politics, meant that the police could not be properly reformed. Rather

than being reformed, the Nigerian Police Force became a tool of wanton repression and

exploitation of the citizens by the political class. Given the political economy in the post

military era, as analysed earlier, the police became overwhelmed on all fronts. 
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While politicians who mismanaged funds raised for equipping the police under the

Police Equipment Fund (Sanni, 2020).

Beyond this is the abuse of the police and its pro-elite orientation. According to a report,

nothing less than 150,000 personnel of the police are attached to VIPs, politicians and

corporate organizations (Akpede, 2019). With a police officer to citizen ratio being 1 to

450, it means every police man or woman attached to a VIP is depriving 450 Nigerians of

security. But this is not the whole story. According to another report by Dataphyte (ibid.),

a VIP pays an average of N75,000 to police authority for a policeman attached to him or

her. That means N135 billion accruing to the police authority in a year. This amount,

according to Dataphyte estimation, can procure 885 helicopters (or 24 helicopters per

state and FCT) or over 1.5 million bulletproof vests (ibid.). Yet, Nigerian Police lack basic

facilities to investigate or combat crimes, talk much less of preventing the same. Citizens

have to pay through their noses to get justice while the police have become an

extortionate agency. As the popular Afrobeat legend, Fela Anikulapo Kuti put it in one of

his songs, “overtake don overtake overtake, police station don turn to bank, DPO na bank

manager/Police station don turn to bank, IG na managing director” (Police stations have

transmuted to banks with DPOs (Divisional Police Officer) as bank managers and IG

(Inspector General of Police) as managing director). It is therefore not an accident that

Nigerian Police was rated as the worst in the world (Abdelmottlep, 2016).

A YAGSOM Project Research/Policy Paper Series: 01

1.4 SARS and Youth Brutality

It is in this milieu that the dreaded, hated and now disbanded Special Anti-Robbery

Squad (SARS) operated. SARS, which was created in 1984 to fight crime (Maishanu,

2020), but reorganized in 1992 (Krystal Strong, 2020), has become a byword for brutality,

but also a reflection of bad governance. As noted earlier, the tactical squad was

established to fight rising crime. This approach of raising a special squad to fight rising
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 cases of robbery, while not a bad idea on its own, reflects myopia in governance.

Increase in crime rate, which must be fought vigorously by a serious government, must

also be addressed from social and economic perspectives. Crimes do not just rise in

vacuum, they reflect worsening economic situations, which in most cases have led to

desperation among the citizens; and social disequilibrium, a situation in which there is a

hugely wealthy layer at one end and ever-increasing pauperized population at the other

end. Therefore, while trying to fight crimes in the immediate, there must be quick efforts

to reverse the economic and social factors behind them. 

Ironically, it was the political class, represented at this period by the military rule, which

engendered and survived economic and social degeneration. As a result, emergence of

SARS as a tactical task force to fight crime, will only lead to general criminalization of the

entire citizenry and sweeping use of brute force in order to achieve results. Given the

arbitrary use of power by the military, it is not strange that the most enduring legacy of

SARS has been arbitrary use of brute force, but this time, not to achieve any result but in

many cases, to perpetrate worse crimes than it was meant to combat. Worse still, the

conducts, including appearance, and manner of operation of the SARS show that it was

more of a state terror gang than a crime-fighting unit of the police. There is no proper

identification system of SARS officers, while the rule of engagement is not clear. For an

anti-robbery squad to be principally preoccupied with identifying internet fraudsters or

routine harassment of citizens under the guise of fighting crimes, shows that the police

authority itself has lost focus and grip of the organization. The criminal conducts of SARS

officers have made many citizens to believe that they were recruited from among

former criminals. 

Various reports, including the Human Right Watch (HRW) 2010 report on police conduct;

Amnesty International reports (2016 and 2020) on impunity by SARS; Open Society
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Justice Initiative (OSJI) 2010 reports on police brutality, and various media reports have

overemphasized the brutal conducts of SARS and Nigerian police, which could have

provided any serious police authority or government ample opportunity and ideas on

how to reform the police. From physical assault to sexual harassment, brutal torture,

illegal arrests, illegal and long-running detention without access to family and legal

representation, physical brutalization, summary and extra-judicial killing, stealing of

victims’ properties, robbery of supposed suspects and collusion with criminals to pervert

the cause of justice, the litany of crimes of SARS have made many to conclude that the

SARS is more of a state-sanctioned criminal gang than a crime-fighting police unit.

According to an Amnesty International June 2020 report on SARS (Amnesty International,

2020), there were over 82 documented cases of abuse and brutality by the SARS

between 2017 and 2020. This, of course, will be less than actual cases, as the

documented cases were only representative and not exhaustive. But the character of

the SARS also reflects the battered nature of the police and the ineptitude of the police

authority, and indeed Nigerian government. 

It is not accidental that despite overwhelming evidence that SARS has become a rogue

organization, the police authority refused to end its inglorious reign or prosecute its

members.

On five different occasions between 2015 and 2020, Nigerian Police authorities claimed

to have either reformed SARS or disbanded it. Yet, the reign of terror continued, while

no SARS officer was reportedly prosecuted for the crimes (Amnesty International, 2020).

The crimes committed by SARS are not only against the Nigerian constitution and laws,

and various regional and international conventions to which Nigeria is a signatory, but

also run against various rules, orders and directives of the police authorities. Many of

the pronouncements for reforms made by police authority only end up as mere
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 publicity stunts, as many of these pronouncements are not backed with action at the

operational levels of the police structure. This is not unexpected given that the police as

an institution is inept and many of its officers, including senior officials, corrupt. 

While the character of the SARS and the failure of the police authority to rein it in

reflects the inept nature of the police as an organization and the lack of solutions by the

government, the public disenchantment with the activities of SARS also impacts

negatively on the citizens’ trust and confidence in the whole police as an organisation

and government. It is therefore not strange that #EndSARS movement became even

more determined when the Nigerian government claimed to have disbanded the

organization. It also underlines why the protests grew rapidly from disbandment of

SARS to protests against bad governance.

A YAGSOM Project Research/Policy Paper Series: 01

Some cases of SARS brutality:

In March 2017, 23-year-old Miracle was arrested and detained by SARS officers in

Neni, Anambra State, southeast Nigeria, accused of the theft of a laptop. He was

tortured and given hardly any food during the 40 days he was in detention before he

was charged and brought before a court. “…their leader directed them to go and

hang me. They took me to the back of the hall and tied me with ropes. Then they

started using all manner of items to beat me, including machetes, sticks, inflicting

me with all kinds of injuries. One of the officers used an exhaust pipe to hit me on

my teeth, breaking my teeth. I was left on that hanger for more than three hours...”

(Amnesty International, 2020)

In October 2018, 24-year-old Sunday Bang, an amateur boxer was arrested in his

home in Abuja, by SARS officers and accused of robbery. He was held in detention 
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A 33-year-old petrol station attendant was arrested on 22 January 2015 by SARS

officers in Onitsha, Anambra state, after his employer had accused him of being

responsible for a burglary at their business premises two weeks earlier. He told

Amnesty International: “The policemen took me to a hall. They brought a plain sheet

and asked me to sign. When I signed it, they said to me ‘you have signed your death

warrant’. “They took me to the back of the building and tied my hands to the back.

They also connected the rope to my legs, leaving me hanging on a suspended iron

rod. They put the iron rod in the middle between my hands and the leg with my

head facing the ground. My body ceased to function. I went limp. The Investigative

Police Officer (IPO) came at intervals and told me to tell him the truth. I lost

consciousness. When I was about to die they took me down and poured water on

me to revive me. People carried me back to the cell. I was detained for two weeks.

(Amnesty International, 2016) 

Ekene, a 24-year-old university student, was arrested in Awka, Anambra state, by

police officers from SARS station in Awkuzu in December 2015. His lawyer told

Amnesty International that he advised Ekene’s mother to pay N100, 000 (approx.

US$317) after the Investigating Police Officer (IPO) insisted that otherwise he would

not release him. “The IPO told me that he will not guarantee the life of Ekene if we

fail to pay the money before the end of that day. I advised my client to pay. The IPO

eventually collected N100, 000 (US$317) from my client. My client practically paid for

the life of her son. We did not take any further action because my client is afraid of

SARS.” (ibid.)

for 5 weeks without access to family, lawyers or medical care – and was not charged

in court. While in SARS detention, he suffered bone fractures and other injuries due

to torture and other ill treatment. (ibid.)
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Dayo Anjorin, a student of the Osun State College of Technology who lived in Ibadan

with his family, left his home around January 31, 2007 to visit his school in

connection with his posting for the compulsory National Youth Service Corps

program. His family last saw him in the cells of the SARS in Oshogbo, Osun State,

about one week later when he was reported to be “in very bad condition with broken

hands, legs, and could not stand on his own. There were several wounds all over his

body and blood was gushing out of the right side of his abdomen and he could not

speak.” The family never heard from or saw Anjorin again. When they returned to

ask for Anjorin around February 15, they were told that “he had been taken to the

Force Headquarters.” (OSI and NOPRIN, 2010).
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On 3rd of October, 2020, a video went viral on twitter showing SARS men in Ughelli,

Delta State physically assaulting two men, dragging them down hotel’s stairs, and

shooting one of the men to death, while making away with their SUV car (Human Rights

Watch, 2020). This drew mass anger, not only on social media, but throughout the

country. This was coming barely a month before three young men were waylaid by SARS

men in Osogbo, Osun State, leading to a fatal accident that killed at least one of them.

The SARS men left the young men immediately after the accident occurred. This led to a

riot in Osogbo town, with the state governor promising to ensure justice (Abubakar,

2020).

The mass fury that followed the shared videos was not just in reaction to the killing in

Delta State, but also serial cases of brutality thousands of Nigerians, especially young

people have gone through. Many Nigerians shared various horrible stories of

maltreatment meted to them, their family members, relations and friends by the

dreaded SARS. Many of the experiences reeked of gross abuse of citizens’ rights and

blatant disregard for the law of the land. It also portrayed the SARS as simply an

organised state-sanctioned criminal gang. This was further underscored by the fact that

the Nigerian government and the police authority have refused to ensure justice for the

victims of SARS brutality, while at the same time cajoling Nigerians under the guise of

reforming the police unit. 

Worse still, the Nigerian state itself appeared to loathe peaceful opposition to its

policies. Just two weeks earlier, the federal government had negotiated the leadership of

the labour unions into shelving a national strike meant to resist an increase in fuel price.  
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This actually stopped the mass anger already brewing against various policies of the

government and the trigger of SARS killing of citizens actually sparked the fire.

Consequently, when Nigerians were called to go beyond social media to put a stop to

the menace, not a few were ready to participate. Thus, on 8th October, 2020, the biggest

youth protest against Nigerian State started, drawing out tens of thousands of young

people in about 26 states and 100 cities across the country (Eteng, 2020), with Lagos,

arguably the biggest Nigerian city, being the epicenter of the protests. The protests

involved peaceful protests, community organisation, relief provision for victims of police

repression of the protests and citizen journalism. The social media became a tool for not

just mobilization of youths, but also a tool for building international support for the

protests. Within days, the #EndSARS hashtag became the most popular on twitter

globally, and propelled many international figures to lend support, with the Twitter CEO

creating an emoticon for the protest (ibid; BBC, 2020). 

Despite the attempts of the Nigerian State and the police authority to ridicule the

protests through sponsored violence by hoodlums and repression by the police and the

army, the protesters tried so much to be peaceful. Added to this is the level of

organisation by the youth.
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Figure 2: Timeline of #EndSARS protests                              .... Source: Dataphyte
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While there was no official leadership or organization coordinating the protests, the

movement was able to mobilise resources for the logistics of the movement. A coalition

of feminist groups, Feminist Coalition, was able to organise donations and mobilization

of funds, to the tune of N147 million ($400, 000) (Krystal Strong, 2020); with money

deployed to those in need of help such as payment of hospital bills, legal representation

of victims of police brutality, provision of foods and drinks for protesters, support for

those whose businesses were destroyed by the protests and the state repression, etc. In

addition, and reflecting youths’ capacity for leadership, regular financial reports were

given on donations received and money disbursed and to who. This was a strong

departure from what is obtainable with the Nigerian state, which is notorious for lack of

accountability. 

Another feature of the protest was the commonness of cause and unity of purpose.

Nigeria is renowned for divisive politics that have led to schism among citizens along

political, religious, ethnic and creed lines. In fact, prior to the #EndSARS protests, there

were several cases of state repression and mass murder of citizens including but not

limited to the killing of over 340 members of Shiite community organised under now-

proscribed Islamic Movement of Nigeria (IMN); more than 150 members of now-

proscribed Indigenous People of Biafra (IPOB), and mass killings in the north by Boko

Haram, military, and herders and farmers (Eteng, 2020). Yet, there was no national

protest against these. Indeed, months before the #EndSARS protests, Nigerian youths

were on the streets calling for an end to insecurity in the region. 

However, the #EndSARS protests were able to overcome these limitations. While the

protests did not cover the whole country, it at least made representation in all the

regions of the country. Even where the #EndSARS protests did not hold, especially in the

core northern states, there were sympathies for the protests, while those areas were
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 already engaged in earlier protests for end to insecurity. Furthermore, some of the

Governors in the northern states played the ethnic and religious cards to prevent youths

from participating. Yet, the #EndSARS protests had a national character. 

Added to all this is the capacity of the youth to mobilise all its strength and resources.

Entertainers became not just the face of the protests but also major mobilisers of

youths and there were other young people who utilized their creativity and resources to

mobilise and support the movement. As we had youths giving medical supports, so also

were youths utilizing their technological know-how to bypass state censorship. This

shows the enormous power of youth to reach out to various sections of the society. 

All of these are unprecedented in Nigeria’s recent history. Possibly, the only time Nigeria

had these kinds of initiatives were during national workers’ strikes. Given the social and

economic weight of the working class, it is expected that it can wield a big power on

national discourse. However, Nigerian youths, as also the biggest demographic, cut

across various strata of the society; can mobilise the support of other strata of the

society, including the mighty working class. And this they got, even without a deliberate

effort to do so.
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2.2 State’s Response

Release of all arrested protesters

Compensation for victims and families of victims

Prosecution of SARS and police men responsible for atrocities against citizens

Psychologically evaluation of SARS officers before they would be redeployed, 

Increase in remuneration of and better welfare for police officers. (Krystal Strong,

2020)

The #EndSARS movement was predicated on 5 basic immediate demands which include:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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These demands were presented by the youths through their representatives to the

government. While the government, overwhelmed by public support for the protests,

was compelled to agree to the demands, this did not stop the government from carrying

out further repression of the protests. 

On October 11, 2020, the government disbanded the much-hated SARS police unit. But

rather than carry through a serious but painstaking reform, the Inspector General of

Police, announced the formation of another unit, Special Weapons and Tactics Unit

(SWAT) to replace SARS (Eteng, 2020; HRW, 2020). This was met with derision from the

public, and this is not unexpected. As noted earlier, the government and the police had

promised and made pronouncement four different times in 5 years on disbandment of

SARS or its reforms, only for such to become empty words. Secondly, replacing SARS

with SWAT suggested that the men of the SARS, who had perpetrated a lot of atrocities,

will just start wearing a new tag of SWAT, without addressing the crimes they have

committed. This means all other demands including prosecution of SARS men,

psychological evaluation of the men, and compensation to the victims, have been

defeated, or consigned into trash can. It is therefore expected that the protesters would

reject this new policy.

 But, aside this cynical approach of the government was the continuous repression of

the protesters, while the government was claiming to be listening to the protesters.

While the president refused to address the nation for two weeks, the police and other

armed forces were being used to repress the protests. For instance, on October 10,

Jimoh Isiaka was killed in Ogbomosho, Oyo State by the police. A day later, on October

11, the day SARS was disbanded, two other persons were killed in the same

Ogbomosho. On the same day in Abuja, state violence was meted out on peaceful

protesters. On October 12, a day after SARS was disbanded for brutality, a 55-year old 
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man, Ikechukwu Ilohamauzo, was killed by a stray bullet when police opened fire on

protesters in Surulere, Lagos (HRW, 2020). Aside from the direct police brutality against

protesters, a hallmark of Nigeria’s democracy since 1999, was the sponsoring of thugs to

attack protesters, with the thugs getting away with crimes, while the security agencies

looked the other way.

All of these state violence laid the basis for the subsequent violent turn of events in

which the protesters started attacking symbols of state institutions. While a handful of

the protests took some form of violent nature, most of the protests at the initial stage

were peaceful and organised, until the state apparatus started repressing the protests.

Even at this, most of the protests were peaceful until 20th of October, 2020, when

massive state violence was unleashed on the protesters. The government in an attempt

to curtail the protests, and the violent turn they were taking – which was a response to

state repression of the protests – declared curfew across the country, and unleashed

both official and unofficial violence on protesters, which snowballed into massive

violence across the country (ibid.).

The peak of state repression was witnessed on 20th October, 2020, when scores were

killed across the country. According to Punch newspaper (Punch, 2020), at least 49

persons including 6 police officers and 43 protesters were reportedly killed across the

country. But the use of naked force was most displayed in Lekki, a sprawling upper

middle class area of Lagos State, where Amnesty International reported that at least 12

persons were killed by armed soldiers and several others injured (Eteng, 2020; HRW,

2020, and Strong, 2020). Of course, the army and the government have been trying

stridently to deny these claims, the various victims coming out to report their brutal

experiences and various media reports show that ammunition was used, and of course

people might have died (Busari, 2020). 
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As noted earlier, police repression of the protests, especially on October 20, 2020, led to

widespread riot across the country, and turned a seemingly peaceful protest to violent

ones, with the dredged of the society taking over the initiative (Norbrook, 2020). Many

government and private properties were destroyed (ibid.). However, the discovery of

huge stockpiled foodstuffs in warehouses meant to ease the impacts of the Covid-19

pandemic and the lockdowns on the citizens, by the rampaging youths, further inflamed

the riots which involved looting of all governments’ warehouses, public properties and

private properties and businesses, especially of those associated with politicians

(Agbedo, et al, 2020). Given the serial failure of the government to improve the lots of

the citizens and several failed promises, many poor Nigerians, especially the

downtrodden, instinctively believed that government properties and properties of the

rich are their collective properties, and they decided to take their shares, even if in the

most bizarre, bestial and crude way. This is what you get of years of failure to provide

hope and opportunity for citizens.

The government subsequently, after days of curfew and soldiers on the streets, was

able to rein in the riots. Unfortunately, aside some piecemeal showoffs, there are very

few things that can be counted as progress made by the government towards

addressing the issues around the #EndSARS protests. In the presidential speech made

on 14th October, 2020, the president, while failing to acknowledge the horror of Lekki,

simply advised the youths to take advantage of various government’s programmes for

them, while advising the jobless youths to go into agriculture (Kazeem, 2020; Hope

Moses-Ashike, 2020). This is like blaming the victims for the inflicted wounds. If these

policies and programmes have been effective, the youths would not be in the streets in

the first place, neither would they be so desperate to loot even the most ridiculous

things like crutches or wheelchairs. This position of the country’s president again feeds

into the A YAGSOM Project Research/Policy Paper Series: 01
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narrative that the political class see the youths as the cause of their own woes, and profile

them for every bad thing. And this has become a catalyst for spiraling social violence.

One of the things the government promised after the protests and subsequent riots was

provision of a N50 billion youth fund. In a country where over 700,000 youths become

jobless every three months, this so-called fund is at best a drop in the ocean.

Interestingly, the Npower programme that provided temporary employment for over

400,000 youths in the last four years, was suspended months before.  Even, if new

recruitment is done, it can hardly address the huge unemployment backlog. Yet, when

the programme was effective, it could only provide temporary succour for just a fraction

of the unemployed youths, as they were paid N30,000 that is just barely enough to

survive, given Nigeria’s spiraling costs of living. The 774,000 Special Works Programme

jobs being implemented by the government will only exist for just 3 months, while those

employed will earn about N20, 000 monthly. 

Another major response of the government is the setting up Of Judicial Panels of

Enquiry across states, especially states in the south. These Panels were expected to

conclude their job in six months. However, these panels have been dogged by cynicism

by citizens who saw them as just an opportunity to buy time and provide leeway for the

state to avoid addressing serious issues. This is more so that the setting up of the Panels

were at the discretion of the governor without input and proper representation of the

necessary stakeholders like the labour movement, youth organizations, media

organizations, artisan and market/trade groups, etc. Most of the members were

handpicked, while the terms of reference of the Panels were limited and dictated by the

politicians who are themselves indictable in the #EndSARS matter. Many of the

members of the judicial panels have complained about the lack of provisions of

adequate funding for their sittings. 
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Furthermore, the implementation of the recommendations of the panels are at the

whims of the politicians, without any binding force. Lastly, some of the issues the Panels

will address are beyond the power of the state governments. For instance, if the panels

indict federal agencies like the police, army, or federal appointees, such indictments or

recommendations will carry no weight unless the federal government decides to

implement them. But the federal government has not taken any efforts to set up any

inquiry or implement reports of previous enquiry. 

On the other hand, most of the basic demands of the protests, including psychological

evaluation of SARS officials, prosecution of SARS officials already indicted, and

improvement in welfare of the policemen and women have not received any serious

and immediate attention from the government. Worse still, brutality, arbitrariness,

illegal arrests, extortion, etc. which have become the hallmark of the Nigerian Police

before the #EndSARS protests have remained. Moreover, the police, which has been

weakened by public mistrust and low morale of its officers, has had its roles being

undertaken by other security agencies, especially the army. 

Finally, the bigger demands of the #EndSARS protests on governance have remained

unattended to. The government is still carrying on in the same old ways. Poverty

increases daily, politicians in power still live parasitically on public wealth, while they ask

the citizens to brace up for harder times. All this shows that the Nigerian political class

hardly learns from events, not to mention history. 
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As it has been noted in this paper, the #EndSARS protests have shown the enormous

potential of Nigerian youths to shape history, and recreate their future. But this will

need dedication to cause, commitment to action and sacrifice for success. Moreover, the

#EndSARS has shown that without youth playing an active role in political and

governance issues, they should not expect the political class to address their needs. 

With the EndSARS protest, there are salient lessons to learn. One of these is the need for

more organization and leadership among youth constituencies. The basic reasons why

the youths in the #EndSARS movement rejected official leadership is to avoid betrayal

and compromise. This is expected given the history of political class in Nigeria, which

has a history of corruption. Just few weeks before the #The EndSARS movement began,

the leadership of the labour unions had reached an agreement with Nigerian

government over the issue of hike in price of fuel, in what many Nigerians see as

unnecessary. Furthermore, the Nigerian government is known for arresting leadership

of opposition at any slight provocation. Therefore, it is understandable why Nigerian

youths rejected official leadership. 

This approach seemed to work for some time, as the government could have pinpointed

any leader to compromise. But this has limitations. In the first instance, despite absence

of official leaders, there were some groups of people who were representing the

movement and organising and coordinating the protests. For instance, the #EndSARS

5for5 demands were presented to the IGP by the popular singer, David Adeleke

(Davido), while many popular entertainers also led some of the protests. Also, the

Feminist Coalition coordinated finance of the protests, and indeed, was the organization

that announced the end of the protests. Therefore, there was some form of leadership,

even if not official.
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Secondly, the absence of leadership denied the movement some form of negotiating

power and proper coordination, especially at a period when the state was repressing

the protests, and some form of reprisal violence were occurring in some areas. With a

coordinated leadership, it could have been possible to manage this situation better.

While agreeing that leadership can be compromised sometimes, the alternative is not

absence of leadership, but having democratic oversight on leaders. This means that

there is the need to elect leaders at various protest areas, and linking up on a national

level. This will make control on leadership easier, and will help prevent unnecessary

compromise and sell out. Absence of leadership would simply lead to anarchy at critical

time, when leadership is most needed.

Finally, there is the need to build a grassroots movement with youths in communities,

especially those with limited or no formal education. While the protest was started by

educated youths, it was later energized by other strata of the youth population,

especially the poor, semi-skilled and uneducated youths. However, absence of strong

link between those who started the protests and those who energized it, coupled with

lack of leadership, and primarily, state repression, led to the degeneration of the

protests. Added to this is the absence of cross-generational solidarity. There was a

sentiment among a layer of youths that anybody not in the category of the youth is not

welcome in the protests. This is wrong, as it firstly unduly profile all older generations as

cause of the youths' woes, and secondly isolate youths from other oppressed people.

There was also absence of a concrete set of demands and programmes beyond the

#EndSARS demands. This is a shortcoming because police brutality is a subset of a

bigger issue of bad governance. The question of absence of opportunities for youths,

should have been part of the demands of the protests from the start. 

Conclusively, Nigerian youths must take their activism beyond social media and police 
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brutality alone, but begin to consciously build programmes and demands that can

become their charter for political engagement. As the reality of post-#EndSARS has

shown, Nigerian youths cannot go to sleep and expect things to get better. They must

continue to peacefully engage the political class and policy makers, and more

importantly, begin the process of participating actively in the political process, with a

view to securing their interests, on a short and long term basis. 

The Nigerian government must also realise that things cannot continue the old way,

with the youths. Government must involve the youths in all issues pertaining to their

interests, and stop profiling them criminally. Youth engagement and inclusion is not

optional but a necessity in the 21st century. 
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Given the fact that degeneration of social fabrics has vicious spiraling effects i.e.

worsening of peace and security of society also snowball into shrinking spaces for

economic development, which further fuels further degeneration of social fabrics; the

Nigerian government and the political class must take the proactive step to address, on

a systematic and systemic basis, the issues thrown up by #EndSARS movement. Having

a peaceful and secure society is not exclusive to ensuring justice, fairness, equity, and

sound, yet humane and just an economic system that guarantees welfare, hope and

opportunity for young Nigerians and all Nigerians.

#EndSARS movement and its aftermath have further exposed the failure of governance

in Nigeria. More than this, it has highlighted the insensitive nature of political actors and

policy makers in Nigeria. It has therefore underscored the need for a sustainable socio-

economic system and political system that is inclusive, responsive and well

representative.

Young people, through the EndSARS protests, have shown that they are not just passive

observers or partakers in the social and political scene of the country. They have shown

not just their demographic power, but also their organizational capacity and creative

power. If the youth can organise themselves in more organised forms, with proper

coordination and grassroots mobilization and engagements, they can make serious
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Chapter 3: CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1 Conclusion

The #EndSARS protests have underscored the need for serious
radical reforms in the Nigerian socio-economic and structural
formations. It has brought to the fore the exclusionary realities
and the challenges facing the youth in Nigeria, and the urgency
this requires in order to avert not just another protest, which
may be positive if properly channeled, but worse still, social
degeneration that will worsen the already elusive peace and
security in Nigeria.
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 political impact in the 2023 elections and subsequently shape Nigeria democratic

trajectory. However, this will require that the youth must recognise the important role of

coordination and leadership, which absence was one of the limitations of the

movement. While it is true that leadership can betray a movement as reflected in the

trade union movement, the absence of leadership is not the solution to the possible

betrayal. Rather it is building a more representative and democratic leadership, and

energizing an enlightened followership that can serve as counterweight to this.

Furthermore, there is the need for youth to build functional relationships with other

sectors of the civil society including the media, professional groups, trade union

movement, civil society groups, etc. with a view to championing a better society. The

impact of building alliances among these sectors for the common good of the society

cannot be overemphasized. Young people represent not just the biggest demographic

layer of the society, but also the most representative and active layers of the Nigerian

demographic structure. The youth cut across these various sectors of the civil society,

and therefore should leverage on this to mobilise for demands that will ensure better

society.

Besides, Nigerian youths must continue to utilize the enormous power of the social

media to build and educate towards social change. The impact of social media in

popularizing and helping to build support during the #EndSARS cannot be

overemphasized. It also served as an important tool for mobilization. But it should also

be noted that social media is a two-edged knife that can help to advance positive social

cause, but also serve as a divisive tool. Therefore, youth must ensure that social media

plays a positive role of uniting the youth across the country around consensual causes

that will improve the present and future of young people in Nigeria. Added to this is the

fact that as powerful as social media is, it can also be alienating, through its language, by 
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The Nigerian government must end its negative attitude towards the youth. Nigerian

youth, as we have noted severally, are not lazy. On the contrary, they have been the

driver of the economy, social and political changes, and technological gains, as the

most active demographic. Criminally profiling the youth is undemocratic, anti-

development and retrogressive. 

The government must stop its victimization and repression of young people,

especially in the aftermath of the #EndSARS protests. Rather, the government

should address the basic demands of the protests which include: 

  justice for the victims of police brutality 

  prosecution for policemen/women involved in abuse of rights of Nigerian 

  youth popular reform through democratic engagement with sectors of civil

society.

  improvement in working conditions of police men and women, and

  end to all forms of abuse of rights of Nigerian youths and citizens.

The various judicial panels of enquiry must not just be another opportunity to buy

time and avoid addressing fundamental issues, but must serve as a first step 

i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

v.
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separating educated youths in the urban areas from those in the semi-urban or rural

areas. This underscores the need to build a grassroots movement using social media. 

Lastly, the civil society organizations in Nigeria, and global organizations must, with the

impact of #EndSARS, begin to take more proactive actions towards the demands of

young people.

3.2 Recommendations

A. Nigerian Government
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The government at all levels must promote a youth-driven youth agenda on 

Nigerian government must, as a matter of urgency and seriousness, begin full

implementation of Chapter 2 of the Nigerian constitution, which addresses the

fundamental objectives and directive principle of governance. This chapter contains

basic economic and welfare programmes that can make lives better for the citizens,

if properly and conscientiously implemented.

Government at all levels must map out plans and begin the implementation of all

existing youth, peace and security frameworks such as United Nations Security

Council Resolution (UNSCR) 2250, 2419, 2535 and the AU Continental framework on

Youth, Peace and Security which provide guidelines for youth engagement on issues

of peace and security.

towards ensuring justice and promoting just society. Its recommendations must be

implemented by governments at all levels to the last letter.

economic improvement, political engagement and social peace. Such an agenda

should be driven by youths themselves with conscious support of the government.

Such an agenda will have a multi-agencies capacity to address various issues

affecting the young people in education, health, economy, security, politics,

technology, entrepreneurship, etc.
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B. Nigerian Youths

Nigerian youths, through the #EndSARS movement, have again reasserted their

capacity to serve and lead. This must consciously lead to the youths and various

organizations representing them to begin to see themselves as organs of change.

Nigerian youths must begin the process of crystallizing organizational structures that

will be thoroughly democratic, representative and responsive. Such an organization

must:
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Build networks with other youth organizations and civil societies across the

country

Organise grassroots mobilization of young people and build movements at local

levels

Utilize the enormous power of the social media and mass media to advance

discourse around issues affecting young people

Organise and build discourses around demands and programmes of youth 

Begin debates on the type of society the Nigerian youths want for their today

and tomorrow

Build political programmes and manifesto of the youth towards 2023 general

elections and beyond.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.
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 Nigerian youth must also reach out to various sectors of the civil society including

the trade unions, professional groups, media, pro-youth, pro-democracy civil society

groups, etc. with a view to advancing youth agenda in these sectors. Given that the

youth have representations in these various sectors, they must begin to play active

and leading roles, where they are not yet doing so, in these sectors, with a view to

advancing youth agenda, through positive leadership examples. 

Nigerian youths must also serve as agents of peace and unity, as no meaningful

development can happen in an environment of chaos and violence.
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Nigerian civil society groups must begin to build programmes around the youth.

They must go beyond seeing the youths as those who need help to seeing them

as active agents for change and development. Youth must not just be coopted

but must be cultivated and involved in leading platforms of change and for

change.

Nigerian civil society groups must also support various yeoman efforts being

made by Nigerian youths, with a view to supporting positive engagement of

youth 

Furthermore, there is the need to mount pressure on Nigerian government to

ensure implementation of demands of youth in the #EndSARS protests. More

than this, they must mount pressure on the government to radically change its

attitude towards the youths, and implement far reaching programmes that will

ensure a just and humane society. This is the only way to ensure peaceful

coexistence and a secure society.

a.

b.

c.
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There is the need for multilateral agencies, including donor agencies to ensure

that their engagement with Nigerian government ensures far reaching social and

political reforms that will allow for a truly representative and democratic

government, where the rights of Nigerians will be respected.

Multilateral and donor agencies must also support the capacity of organizations

involved in youth work in Nigeria with a view to ensuring that youth agenda are

on the front burner of public discourse and government policy formulation. 

a.

b.

C. Civil Societies

D. Multilateral Agencies
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